To add Corporate Sync / Exchange accounts:

1. Open Applications tray, select **My Accounts**

2. Select **Add Account**

3. You will be at the **Set-Up accounts** menu with several other social network icons.

4. Tap on Corporate Sync:

You will need the below information to setup an Exchange Account on your phone:

- Enter: Domain name\user name
- Enter **Password**
- **Use secure server** should be checked.
- Enter **Email address**
- Enter **Exchange Server Address**
5. Tap on **Next** to submit settings. Handset will check with server and verify if successful

Success!

With a Corporate Sync account, your contacts, calendar and emails are wirelessly synchronized with this device. You can choose to sync all three types of data or any combination.


The Motorola Messaging widget also shows the latest unread text messages, emails, and social networking messages all together in a single stream -- or you can pick and choose accounts.